PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

To complement ARB’s growing range of Touring products, ARB has developed a sleeping bag with features that set it apart from the competition.

Perfect for adult 4WDe’s of all shapes and sizes, the ARB Sleeping Bag’s spacious king single design offers room to move without getting twisted up, giving users a warm & comfortable nights sleep. Manufactured from quality materials with anti-bacterial and fire retardant treatments the ARB sleeping bag is also machine washable.

FEATURES:

- Spacious King single size - 200 x 100 x 100cm (6’6” x 3’3½” x 3’3½”) plus 46cm (1’6”) with hood
- Weight: 2.9Kg (6.4lbs)
- 100% cotton brushed flannelette inner lining treated with Sanitized® anti-bacterial treatment
- Nylon outer shell with fire retardant treatment to CPAI-75 standards
- -5°C comfort level rating
- Invista Dupont Thermolite® Quallo 7 hole fill
- Genuine YKK® zippers - 1 continuous main zipper with Velcro closure
- 2 x zippered stash pockets for storage of phone or wallet
- Removable hood
- Hood includes a pocket to insert a standard sized pillow
- Joins to another single to make a double - No left & right model.
- Generous rectangular Stuff Sack with compression straps - Easy fold fit instead of rolling or stuffing. Shape allows for easier storage
- Sleek black and stone design with ARB topographic print
- Machine washable (see care instructions on product)
STUFF SACK:

The generously sized rectangular stuff sack allows for the sleeping bag to be folded before placing in the sack as opposed to ‘stuffing’ which is often very difficult with traditional stuff sacks. A draw cord and compression straps allow the stuff sack to be compressed to a much smaller size and with the added benefit of being rectangular in shape this allows for much easier storage.

DOUBLE:

A unique feature of the ARB Sleeping Bag is that there is no need for a left and right hand model to join two together to make a double. Fully unzipping two bags and laying one on top of the other means that the joining zipper runs around the outer edge, not up the middle between the occupants. This allows each occupant to exit the sleeping bag via a side zipper, so that the other occupant can stay snug and warm. When the second bag is placed on top, the hood/pillow is removed from the top bag and zipped to the bottom bag.

MATERIALS:

Only quality materials & treatments are used:

- 350gsm Invista Dupont Thermolite® Quallo 7 hole fill
- Genuine YKK® zippers
- 130gsm 100% cotton flannelette liner with Sanitized® anti-bacterial treatment
- 300T Nylon Taffeta outer shell with fire retardant treatment complying to CPAI-75 standards
STASH POCKETS:

Two handy stash pockets are provided to keep items close and safe so they don’t get lost in the bottom of your bedding.

Perfect for items such as mobile phones, wallets or even a small torch, there is one on either side of the main zipper.

ZIPPERS:

Genuine YKK® zippers are used throughout the sleeping bag with a single continuous main zipper with Velcro® closure.

HOOD:

Removable hood with pocket to insert a standard sized pillow. Hood attaches to either side for when joining as a double.